
 

 

                       ‚I am quicker than you.‛ 

                                                            ‚I am smarter than you.‛ 

                                       ‚But I am stronger than you.‛ 

           ‚I make better art than you and you know it.‛ 

 

 

A Duel marks a new stage in the artistic relationship between Jordan Azcune and Liam Marsden. Their intimate 

knowledge of each other’s artwork allows the pair to establish a visual conversation that takes the form of friendly rivalry.  

 

The two artists’ entwined individual and collective practices often lead to their art being seen interchangeably, as well as 

causing identity confusion. I fell into this trap. A bit tipsy from a few too many glasses of champagne at an exhibition 

opening, I attempted to swiftly distract from an embarrassing stumble down a few steps by turning to Jordan (who I did 

not know at the time) with an awkward laugh and the remark "You are Liam right?" only to exacerbate my fluster upon 

learning I was in fact wrong. Little did I know that this moment of bubbles-induced blur would actually make the perfect 

segue to write this text for A Duel. 

 

Unlike their previous collaborative exhibitions under the guise of Earnest & Son, this show at STABLE sees Azcune and 

Marsden exhibit as individual artists in dialogue. The competitive aspects of their collective pursuits—their rivalry and 

mutual influence and interchangeable roles of master and apprentice—becomes explicit in this new format of display. 



Aesthetically different artworks are paired and ‘face-off’ through a series of four rounds. Riffing off one another’s 

creations, Azcune and Marsden try to ‘one-up’ each other. A voting system invites the viewer to decide ‘who did it 

better.’ However, picking a winner becomes difficult. Complicating this process is a lack of labels for the voting tokens 

that symbolise each artist. This ambiguity regarding who is actually being voted for reflects on the separate yet 

interconnected practices of the artists, as well as examining their relationship with the viewer.  

 

Fraught with confusion, and prone to sabotage, this participatory element of the vote reflects both artists’ playful 

approach to exhibition making. It also makes visible the tension between two very good friends competing to be the 

‘best artist,’ a title that cannot be objectively determined. The artists force the audience into an uncomfortable position 

whereby they must make their subjective opinion and taste in art quantifiable. This voting system highlights the 

competitive structures of the art world, that pit artist against artist and friend against friend in the fight for scarce 

opportunities in the form of prizes, exhibitions, grants, and, in a commercial setting, a buyer's money. Marsden and 

Azcune make glaringly obvious the futile and arbitrary measures by which people attempt to judge art and artists.  

 

By exhibiting their works in pairs, Azcune and Marsden establish direct conversation (and rivalry) between their art and 

ideas, establishing a constantly shifting dynamic of master and apprentice, competition and comparison, and collective 

and individual. This process is reflective of both artists’ approach to art making, which is greatly influenced by one 

another through an exchange of skills, ideas, and consequent ownership of these ideas through appropriation and 

reappropriation. Overtly referencing this creative exchange is Marsden’s work titled The work Jordan should be making, 

which realises an unrealisable work he wants his friend to make using his own superior woodwork skills. This wall 

sculpture is paired with Azcune’s gold-leaf ‘drawing’ Contrapposto LB 3, which was created using the traditional Russian 

technique assist that combines breath, garlic, pigment, and urine as an adhesive. Both incorporate the shape of 

discarded cardboard wine storage inserts, bringing cohesion to these disparate techniques and mediums. Directly 

opposing Marsden and Azcune’s respective technical skills, the works evoke a sense of ‘one-upmanship’. But instead of 

an ‘anything you can do, I can do better' approach, they simply explicate to each other ‘I can do this better than you.’  

 

Hang up, Azcune’s sculptural work made with earplugs, is paired with Marsden’s minimalist graph of the decibel 

reduction caused by earplugs titled 100-67. Like Marsden’s other exhibited works, 100-67 possesses an accomplished 

structural aesthetic (Master of One), whilst Azcune’s are created using diverse mediums and techniques (Jack of All 

Trades). These individual styles punctuate the fluidity of ideas flowing between the artists as each young artist 

experiments to find their own visual voice. Their contrasting choices of materials are directly examined in the similarly 

shaped works Purposely Not Titled and Untitled (Liamlesser). However, the pairing of Just liberty and the lenticular print 

of Red Alert and Panic Bells is more overtly divergent. Both works focus on the artists' collective interest in the 

construction, reconstruction and repurposing of objects, which in this instance act as a metaphor critiquing American 

politics, histories, and futures. Marsden’s re-orientated base of the Statue of Liberty draws upon overlooked features of 

the iconic monument, whilst Azcune’s print places a precariously balanced house frame in a dynamic state of constant 

creation and destruction.  

 

The two-dimensional and sculptural wall works that feature in the exhibition reflect both artists’ shift in interest away from 

creating voluminous sculptures. As a tradition before exhibiting together, the artists always physicalise their ongoing 

rivalry in a competitive game. For A Duel the winner received a voting handicap, bringing them a step closer to the title 

of ‘best artist.’ However, despite this antagonistic front of duelling duality, the pair actually just wants to be each other's 

favourite artist. 
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